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ABSTRACT

A new algorithm for face segmentation and tracking is
presented� The face segmentation step relies on a �ne
segmentation of the image based on color homogeneity�
In order to reduce the number of possible mergings� a
merging order using chrominance homogeneity is ap�
plied� The sequence of mergings is represented as a
binary tree� A set of regions �a node in the tree� is
selected maximizing an estimation of the likelihood of
being a face� The �nal face partition is obtained by
a region merging process� The face tracking step uses
motion information� The face partition in the previous
partition is motion compensated �projected�� The ��
nal face partition is obtained using the previous region
merging process� driven by the projected face region�

� INTRODUCTION

Automatic face detection is a very active area of image
analysis� given its large number of applications �	
� The
new functionalities that the coding standard MPEG�
��
 will allow have even increased this interest� Seve�
ral techniques have been proposed to detect and track
faces or features in faces �	� �
� Nevertheless� MPEG�
applications rise a new necessity since the analysis algo�
rithm should� not only detect the position of the face�
but really segment it� obtaining its actual shape�

One of the basic approaches in face detection is that
of view based eigenspaces �� �
� It assumes that the set
of all possible face patterns is a low dimensional linear
subspace within the high dimensional space of all pos�
sible image patterns� An image pattern is classi�ed as
a face if its distance from the face subspace is below a
certain threshold� With this technique� the position of a
face in an image can be detected� In Figure 	� an exam�
ple of face detection is presented� The �rst image shows
an original frame and the face detected using the techni�
que proposed in ��
� The second image presents the type
of face segmentation required for MPEG� applications�
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Figure 	� Example of face detection and segmentation

In �	�
� the face detection method presented in �� �

is extended to directly deal with regions� This way� the
face is not only detected but correctly segmented� In this
paper� the technique proposed in �	�
 is further impro�
ved by using autodual operators and Binary Partition
Trees ��
 instead of increasing �decreasing� operators and
Min�trees �Max�trees�� In addition� the new method is
extended to the case of sequence analysis�
The organization of this paper is as follows� Section

� describes the general merging strategy� The imple�
mentation of the face detection technique based on this
strategy is presented in Section �� The face tracking step
is detailed in Section �� and some results are shown in
Section �� Finally� Section � presents some conclusions�

� GENERAL MERGING ALGORITHM

The general merging strategy proposed in ��
 allows
the implementation of segmentation algorithms and �l�
ters� The algorithm works on a region adjacency graph
�RAG�� a graph where each node represents a connected
component of the image �regions or �at zones� and the
links connect two neighboring nodes� A RAG represents
a partition of the image� A merging algorithm on this
graph is a technique that removes some of the links and
merges the corresponding nodes� The merging is done
in an iterative way� In order to completely specify a
merging algorithm three notions have to be de�ned�

	� The merging order� it de�nes the order in which the
links are processed� In the case of a segmentation



algorithm the merging order is de�ned by a simi�
larity measure between two regions� and is closely
related to the notion of objects�

�� The merging criterion� each time a link is proces�
sed� the merging criterion decides if the merging
has actually to be done or not� In the case of a seg�
mentation algorithm� the merging criterion always
states that two regions have to be merged until a
termination criterion is reached�

�� The region model� when two regions are merged�
the model de�nes how to represent the union�

All the steps in the face detection process rely on this
general merging algorithm� The main di�erences are the
merging order and criteria used in each step�

� FACE DETECTION

��� Initial partition

The proposed technique tries to avoid working at pixel
level and� as �rst step� segments the image into homoge�
neous regions applying the merging algorithm described
in Section �� Color information is introduced in order to
obtain more accurate contours� The region model used
for each region is the median of each �y�u�v� component�
computed recursively from the median of the two mer�
ged regions� The merging order is the relative squared
error between region models� and the merging criterion
�a termination criterion� is the �nal number of regions�
In Figure � the initial partition� made of � regions� for
the image Foreman��� is presented�

Figure �� Original image and initial partition

��� Face estimation

Since a face contains a set of regions with chrominance
homogeneity� the goal of this step is to merge some re�
gions from the initial partition following this criterion�

The merging strategy discussed in Section � is applied
to the initial partition� using the same region model and
merging order as before� but taking into account the
�u�v� color components of the image� The merging is
done until only one region remains� and the sequence of
mergings is then analyzed�

����� Merging sequence analysis

The analysis is performed by associating the merging
sequence to a binary partition tree ��
� where the nodes
represent the regions and the links connect two merging
nodes� In Figure �� the Binary Partition Tree describing
the merging order based on chrominance information of
the partition presented in Figure � is shown�

Then a similarity measure between each node and a
face class is computed� This measure is an estimation
of a distance between the regions associated to the node
and the face class� To calculate the distance� an auxili�
ary image �ix� containing a scaled version of the region
information from the original image is created� This
image has the size of the tightest rectangle bounding
the original region� In the areas outside the region� the
data base background is introduced�

For each node in the tree� the distance between the
auxiliary image ix and the face class is estimated and
the node with minimum distance is selected� In the Bi�
nary Tree of Figure �� the node in black is the node with
minimum distance to the face class� The region associ�
ated to this selected node is presented in Figure ��a��
The region shown in Figure ��b� is the following region
proposed by the merging sequence� that is� the parent
node of the selected node �node in gray in Figure ���
Note that the node with minimum distance corresponds
to the best node in the tree� since it contains a large
number of face components and no wrong component�

Figure �� Binary Partition Tree

����� Distance de�nition

The distance� proposed in �
� is related to the likelihood
of an image of being a face� The class membership of
an image ix is modeled as a unimodal gaussian density�
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where x is the N �dimensional vector made up from
the lexicographic reading of image ix� and the mean ��x�
and the covariance matrix ��� are estimated using a
training data set�
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Figure �� Selected node and the following �rejected� can�
didate

The Mahalanobis distance is used as a su�cient sta�
tistic for characterizing this likelihood

d�x��� � �x � �x�T����x� �x� ���

A computationally tractable estimate of this distance�
based on the M �rst principal components of the cova�
riance matrix� is
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where yi are the projections of x over the M princi�
pal components and �i are the M principal eigenvalues�
with M �� N � Moreover� � is the average of the N�M
remaining eigenvalues� and ���x� is the residual recons�
truction error�
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��� Face re�nement

The initial estimate of the face may lack of some regi�
ons that form the face� The use of a merging process
based on a chrominance criterion allows the simpli�ca�
tion of the face segmentation process� However� it does
not ensure that the optimum region �in the sense of
the likelihood� is present as a node in the Binary Tree�
Nevertheless� once the core components have been de�
tected� a re�nement step can be applied to completely
extract the face information� without largely increase
the computational load�
This re�nement is based on the same merging algo�

rithm as before� but the process is constrained to merge
regions to the core components of the face� The merging
order is given now by the estimated distance between the
union of two neighboring regions and the face class�

� FACE TRACKING

The face partition is not directly used for tracking pur�
poses since its regions do not ful�ll any �xed motion or
spatial homogeneity� Instead� a second partition level

is de�ned by re�segmenting the face partition ��
� The
re�segmentation yields a second partition whose objec�
tive is to guarantee the color homogeneity of each region
�texture partition� while preserving the contours present
in the face partition�

The texture partition of the previous image is projec�
ted into the current frame to obtain the texture partition
at the current image� The projection of the texture par�
tition accommodates the previous partition to the infor�
mation in the current image� The motion between the
previous and current images is estimated and the previ�
ous texture partition is motion compensated� Compen�
sated regions are used as markers giving an estimate of
the region positions in the current image�

Given that motion compensated markers may be erro�
neous� they are accommodated to the boundaries of the
current image ��
� Such boundaries are obtained from
the so�called �ne partition� This �ne partition contains
a large number of regions and is obtained using the tech�
nique reported in Section ��	�

Compensated markers are �t into the �ne partition to
validate them� In a �rst step� compensated markers are
reduced to the set of �ne regions that are totally cove�
red by them� Fine regions that are partially covered by
more than one compensated marker are assigned to the
uncertainty area� Note that this �rst step is purely ge�
ometrical and it yields the main connected components
of each projected marker� Once the main components of
every compensated region have been computed� neigh�
boring regions from the �ne partition can be added to
them� This second step takes into account geometrical
as well as color information and yields the core com�
ponents of the face region� The �nal face partition is
created by applying the re�nement step on these core
components�

� RESULTS

In Figure �� three di�erent examples of automatic seg�
mentation and tracking of faces are shown� Results have
been obtained using the Olivetti Research Laboratory

data base of face images ���� images with �� di�erent
people and 	� views for person�� The �rst three co�
lumns illustrate the segmentation step� while the two
last columns present examples of the tracking capabi�
lity� In the �rst column� the original image is presen�
ted� whereas the second column illustrates the result of
the Face estimation step for each image� On turn� the
third column contains the �nal result for each initial
image� The fourth column contains a second frame of
each sequence which has been segmented by means of
the tracking approach� Tracking results are presented
in the �th column�

Note that� although just some components are present
in the �rst step of the analysis process� where the mer�
ging order is based on chrominance homogeneity �second
column in Figure ��� the technique is able to correctly



Figure �� Examples of face segmentation and tracking using the sequences Foreman� Claire and Carphone

segment the face present in the image �third column��
In addition� the tracking step performs correctly even
when the person turns his head� as in the case of the
sequence Foreman�

	 CONCLUSIONS

The face segmentation and tracking technique presen�
ted in this paper successfully performs in a large set of
sequences� Therefore� it can be used as a generic techni�
que for applications that require the extraction of faces
from sequences with human presence� Nevertheless� it
has to be noticed that it relies on the quality of the ini�
tial segmentation� That is� since the �nal face partition
is built up by means of a merging process starting from
a �ne partition� regions in this initial partition have to
correctly represent the face boundaries�
The current work focus in two main aspects of the

previous technique� First� the distance function is being
improved so that a decision on the presence or absence
of human faces can be taken� In addition� the technique
is being speed up� The main computational bottle�neck�
which is the calculation of the distance to the face class�
is being analyzed�
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